The Dispersion Properties of the Out of Plane Transverse Wave in the 2D Coulomb
Crystal, Ke Qiao and Truell W. Hyde, Physical Review E, Vol. 68, No.4, pp. 046403, 2003 . 
Numerical Simulation and Analysis of Thermally Excited Waves in Plasma Crystals

Plasma Sheath
General Review Papers
Possible Projects
Theoretical -(Kong / Matthews / Hyde)
The connection between the manner in which a void forms and the way a sheath reacts should be studied in greater detail. There are many similarities. 
Possible Projects
Experimental -(Qiao/Hyde/Matthews) 1D chains / 2D clusters / 3D clusters (Bin Liu, Avinash and Goree, Phys Rev Lett, 91,25, 255003, December, 2003) Instability between 1-2 layer clusters Cluster melting / phase transitions Spherical clusters to ck Phys. Rev. E, 71, 046403, (2005) .
Laser Perturbation
Laser Heating of Particles in Dusty Plasmas, M. Wolter and A. Melzer, Physical Review E, Vol. 71, 036414, 2005 .
Non-Linear Waves
V. Nosenko et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 8, 085001 (2004) .
Driving Frequencies Other Than 13.56 MHz
Diagnostics Line Ratio Imaging
Line Ratio Imaging of a Gas Discharge, D. Samsonov and J. Goree, IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, 27, NO. 1, February, 1999. Single Particle Production -By carefully adjusting the power delivered to the discharge and the pressure of the neutral gas, only one particle floating in the discharge is kept in the potential well.
